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CELEBRATIONS

  We finally started putting ideas into actions!

  Play Your Way to K series

  Increased school engagement

  Having Simone join our awesome SEY2KT team/ 

connecting to Early Years

  Engagement with so many families



ICEBERG MODEL/REFLECTIONS

Starting Point
Reacting to symptoms:
  Anxious students and parents starting school

  Not a natural progression, not knowing anyone in the school. 

  Parents not knowing answers to questions, etc.

Patterns and trends:
  Separation of early years community and school

Design:
  Early Years and school activities not coherently planned with a big picture in mind



ICEBERG MODEL/REFLECTIONS

Aspired Future
  Students and families starting school already being familiar with the building;

having relationships and connections; knowing some routines; 

and associating school with enjoyment, engagement, and learning.

  Early Learning and Schools working together to create activities 

that promote the points above.

  A consistent calendar of events that families can anticipate and participate in.



WHERE WE WERE

  Uneven focus on K transitions. Many disconnected activities with early learning community that 
did not provide authentic school experiences for children and families. Some good transition 
programs in place.

  Schools decided how they would organize these, and there was not much coherence. No shared 
overarching vision or goal tying it together.

  Those events were costly and did not result in improved transitions to kindergarten.

  Welcome to Kindergarten event at school annually.



WHERE WE ARE NOW

  SEY2KT started, along with the pandemic, and a phase of deep reflection and CSL 
learning began. 

  Relationship building, more reflection, shifting mindsets of how we view transitions 
into K and how we can enhance them

  Change process and the start of a new approach and actions, with clear objectives.

  Objectives: Improve transitions, engage more families, build capacity and awareness 
of K transitions coherently, and bring families into schools.



NOW



NOW



  NOW

  Series of well-attended events in schools with EY kids.

  Schools now aware of SEY2KT and momentum is building. 

  K teachers are talking about it and collaborating.

  FUTURE

  A working calendar of events at different schools with parents anticipating and 
participating and schools building this in as a regular part of their school planning.


